• Entry to building is by badge only. Please do not hold or prop doors open for anyone else.

• Upon entering, please check in at the front desk to be directed toward a designated path of traffic.

• All library users are required to wear a mask correctly (covering nose and mouth). If you don’t have one, a disposable mask will be provided.

• Be kind to your fellow users and limit your stay in the building to 2 hours in order to allow others to use the space. To keep you safe, we can only allow as many users as available seats.

• Use curbside delivery or request materials to be delivered to the service desks for pick-up to limit traffic in the stacks.

• Hand sanitizers and cleaning supplies are available throughout the building. Please wipe your work surfaces after use.

• Please stay at least 6 feet from others at all times and don’t gather in groups.

• No food consumption, please. A quick drink from a capped beverage container is fine.

• Please don’t rearrange or move furniture, which is configured for your safety.

• Be sure to pay attention to posted signage, including floor decals.